TRAVEL RISK
MANAGEMENT
Experts in oil & gas,
providing accurate
and consistent
support for you
and your travelling
employees

Protect and support oil & gas industry employees
Global trade has brought many benefits and opportunities for business and people logistics is a
vital component of that. Employers have a duty of care - a moral and legal responsibility - for
the health, safety and security of their employees. For those with commuters that travel on a
rotational basis, as well as business travellers, one of the key challenges is the ability to protect
and support those employees whilst they are away.

Wings’ Travel Risk Management - experienced, accurate, consistent
At Wings, our experience lies with clients travelling to high risk destinations, so traveller safety has always
been at the core of our business. With wholly-owned and managed global operations in strategic, high
risk, oil and gas locations, rather than partnership agreements with local agents, Wings ensures accuracy
and consistency of data, service, health and safety.
Working with the right travel management company will help alleviate many of the problems of fulfilling
a company’s responsibilities. But it’s not just about providing travellers with a mobile app, it’s about your
TMC having the specialist knowledge and expertise of the oil and gas industry, to provide accurate, timely
and relevant support.

Mitigating Risk
Our enhanced range of Travel Risk Management solutions are scalable and flexible to deliver the
appropriate service depending on your requirements. We can help you and your travellers to avoid
risk as well as supporting their safety in the event of any travel disruption, natural catastrophe, terrorist
activity or any other unexpected incident, all from one central and reliable source.
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VIMA

™

Your essential travel companion
Wings’ Virtual Itinerary Mobile App (VIMA) allows the user to view, manage and communicate their travel itineraries:
• View itinerary
• Sync to calendars
• Share trips with colleagues and family

Risk alerts and other updates are sent to the traveller’s mobile, including:
•
•
•
•

Alerts – Flight status updates on delays, gate changes etc
Check in – Links to online check in from the app
Travel alerts – verified alerts relevant to the specific itinerary
Extras – Weather, Destination Info, Currency Converter

goSecure and goSecure+
™

™

Flexible and scalable tracking, communication and support
When you need more control, our sophisticated risk and alert portal will locate travellers and send personalised
notifications to both travellers and bookers.
With goSecure, Wings’ specialist Rotational Logistics team can manage this on your behalf; tracking, communicating
and assisting your travellers as required. Alternatively, for companies with an established risk management strategy,
goSecure+ provides a fully-customised portal where the travel manager can locate, manage and communicate
with their travellers at all times.

goSecure and goSecure+:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quickly identify disrupted travellers
Monitor travellers to understand the impact across their entire trip
Send proactive communications to the company contact or individual traveller
Drill down into the travellers’ itinerary detail for greater visibility
Provide full audit reporting and data export to external systems
Can be managed by organisation, department or event
Enable company-specific alert triggers

Furthermore, goSecure provides GPS tracking via the VIMA app – so the traveller can ‘check-in’ every time their
location changes, allowing precise tracking and targeted assistance in an emergency situation.
goSecure is powered by iJet, a world-leader in travel risk management solutions.

WINGS24 ®

ISO 9001 FOR QUALITY AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Wings is independently certified to ISO 9001, it provides our customers with firm reassurance about our commitment
to quality and process management.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW WINGS CAN HELP ENHANCE YOUR TRAVEL RISK
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME CONTACT US TODAY RISK@WINGS.TRAVEL
solving your toughest travel risk management challenges worldwide
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Underpinning all of our travel risk management solutions is our round-the-clock service; we operate and manage
our global emergency centre, staffed by knowledgeable oil and gas specialists trained to handle travel requests
any time of the day or night, ensuring a seamless and reliable service around the clock.

